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Abstract. This paper describes various techniques of accessing objects
hidden behind obstacles in virtual environments. We show some of well
known interaction techniques that are suitable for usage in this case.
Next, we introduce new Head Manipulator method and several aids that
allow a user to change the visibility of objects. We propose several com-
binations of interaction techniques and discuss their suitability for the
given task. Finally, we describe our experiments when testing these meth-
ods and then we conclude with the results from the experiments and from
users’ observations.

1 Introduction

When users explore a virtual environment for the first time, they have no knowl-
edge of the location and size of objects within a scene. They are able to interact
directly only with objects which are visible. After some time, users gradually
learn which objects are located in a given direction. Having this knowledge users
may want to interact with the objects they know are occluded, but without
the necessity to change the user’s current position. Sometimes it may be even
undesirable to walk around an obstacle because it is time consuming or it may
not help anyway. For this type of interaction, a partial knowledge of the scene
is required. This knowledge may be acquired with an appropriate exploration
method.

In this study, we propose several combinations of well known interaction tech-
niques and discuss their suitability for manipulating objects behind obstacles.
We conclude with the results from the experiments and from users’ observations.

2 Related work

Applications for virtual reality are primarily designed for experts users. For new
users, it might not always be clear how to manipulate with objects or travel in
space, even in some small environments [1].

Manipulating the objects hidden behind obstacle requires users to change
their position or expose a hidden part of the scene. Methods for travel and way-
finding were firstly categorized by Bowman et al. in [2, 3]. A thorough study
in [4] provides the taxonomy of travelling techniques based on translation and



rotation components. Changing location in large and densely populated scenes
necessitates a usage of more sophisticated navigation techniques. Stoakley et
al. in [5] designed a World In Miniature (WIM) technique. A concept of closed
world interactions (CWI) is described [6]. Using a wireframe and/or additional
constraints, a user defines the closed world, which is then presented by a frame.
All subsequent iterations are then restricted to the selected part of world.

Razzaque et al. [7] conducted a study of walking and exploring a large virtual
room. To avoid the view at the missing back wall of the CAVETM , a technique
called Redirected Walking in Place was used. The VE was slowly and imper-
ceptibly rotated while the participant was walking in place. A participant could
virtually walk in a full circle without turning towards the missing back wall.

In [8], Fukatsu et al. proposed the ”bird’s eye” view technique to improve
navigation in an enormous virtual environment. Interlocking pairs of birds’eye
and user’s coordinate systems allows these systems to be manipulated intuitively.
Navigation in densely populated VEs, such as a virtual city, was studied in [9].
This technique allows the modification of selected object properties which are
tagged to indicate their constraints. Tagging helps to distinguish objects which
cannot be modified, while other objects may change, for example, their position
and size. The WIM technique is used to display copies of the objects to the user
for a closer examination.

Annotated WIM-based aid [10] provides users an overview of their environs
and allows to select and inquire about the objects contained. The WIM’s posi-
tion, scale and orientation is controlled by head-motion with non-linear mapping
to emplacement.

LaViola and colleagues [11] investigated set of techniques for hands-free nav-
igation through virtual environment. They experimented with a Step WIM, a
miniature version of the world projected on the ground. The actual position of
the user in the VE coincides with the approximate location of the user’s feet in
the miniature. The navigation is controlled by walking, toe and heel clicking,
and leaning. Tools and actions are invoked using context-based gestures. The
paper also addressed problems of WIM scaling.

3 Basic interaction techniques

In the following section, we shortly describe selected interaction techniques and
tools that are related to a manipulation with objects behind obstacles.

For a local movement and an exploration of a scene we have selected tech-
niques which use object manipulation metaphors. The virtual world or the user
are represented by virtual objects which can be translated and rotated intuitively
using e.g. hand or head. These techniques allow to observe different parts of a
scene from different viewpoints and choose a new position of the user’s view-
point. The speed and range of the movement can be controlled using linear or
non-linear mapping [12].

The Scene In Hand (SIH) tool described in [13], was originally designed for
changing the user’s view in a scene with the 3Space(bat). The technique maps



translations and rotations of a tracked hand to translations and rotations of the
scene. The user ”takes” a virtual scene in his hand and explores it by turning,
bringing it closer to his eyes etc. The usage is simple and intuitive.

With the Eye In Hand (EIH) tool [14] users control their view like using a
camera attached to their hand. Moving and orienting the viewpoint is controlled
by non-dominant hand, while the dominant hand is used for manipulating ob-
jects. The EIH technique is applicable both for immersive and non-immersive
virtual reality. However, it is more natural to use it in non-immersive applica-
tions.

A World In Miniature (WIM) [5] technique uses a miniature of a scene as a
tool. Users may interact not only with objects in the original scene but also with
their proxies (small copies) in the WIM. The user can look at the scene from
any viewpoint and solve local exploration and global navigation tasks easily. A
small head model of an avatar displayed in the WIM is used to represent the
user’s viewpoint [15]. Later on, the WIM technique and its variations were used
in many works in a different context (eg.[16], [17]).

Originally, the WIM was not suitable when users interact with virtual world
at various levels of scale. To overcome this drawback, SSWIM [18] tool was
created. It allows user to change the scale of the miniature according to the
scale of the interaction context and scroll the miniaturized world like a map.

Mirroring techniques provide additional views which help to improve the
insight and the comprehension of the scene. The Magic Mirror (MM) tool de-
scribed in [19] is based on the metaphor of a mirror, which is used to explore
the real world. The user manipulates the mirror tool the same way as any other
object in the virtual environment. Using this method, users are able to explore
the vicinity very fast. They can also swap viewpoints from their current position
to the mirror’s position and vice versa. It is possible to transfer the user to the
mirror’s location, let him/her interact with the virtual world from this viewpoint
and return to the original place.

4 Additional tools and improvements

We tried to improve above mentioned approaches with additional tools. We have
designed the Head Manipulator facilitating the control of a position only a slight
movement of the user’s head. We have also designed several aids that are based
on changing the visibility of virtual objects and allow us to see occluded objects
without a change of the user’s viewpoint.

4.1 Head manipulator

To look over and move around the obstacle, the Head Manipulator (HM) can
be used. It maps the head motion in x, z axes and pitch of the head to a
virtual viewpoint motion in the following way. The deflections in x axis from the
original location are transferred to the motion on the surface of a sphere along
its girth (Figure 1). The movement in the up direction on the surface is realized



by mapping the head pitch. The deflection in the z axis is used to draw the
user closer to the place of interest or to distance him from this place. Basically,
the radius of the sphere encompassing the local area changes with the deflection
in the z axis. The motion on the border is controlled either by a linear or a
non-linear mapping.

radius=f(z)

head-pitch

x-move

z

x

virtual viewpoint

Fig. 1. HM tool maps slight movements of the user’s head to the movements of the
viewpoint on the sphere.

To use this technique efficiently the user must determine an approximate
center of the area explored. It can be done automatically or manually, depending
on the application domain. Interactive choice of the center can be accomplished
with some selection tool controlled e.g. by a user’s hand. Additional aids such as
the Magic Mirror tool may facilitate the exploration of a local space and finding
an appropriate central point.

Scenario:

1. activation of HM tool positioned in an approximate center of the area explored
2. exploration of the neighbourhood of the obstacle with slight head and body movements
3. virtual move to the position convenient for interaction, (optional) deactivation of HM
4. interaction task
5. deactivation of HM
6. (optional) return to the original location

Controlling the viewpoint with this method is easy but it has several draw-
backs. When moving on the sphere with the changing radius the user may get too
close or even penetrate some objects occasionally. With such a confused view,
the user is not able to interact with objects. This drawback shows up markedly
in a densely populated virtual region. An automatically generated border can
prevent the user from intervening with manually or automatically selected ob-
jects. However, this option can be disadvantageous because the user looses the
control of the distance from the center of the working area. To overcome this
limitation we designed a tool for changing transparencies of objects.



4.2 Changing the visibility of obstacles

To expose the space behind the obstacles the occluding objects can be tem-
porarily removed or made transparent. Removing the obstacles may simplify
the complex situations and may be convenient for many tasks. However, the
position of the obstacle may be important for precise and/or restricted manipu-
lation. In these cases it is better to leave the obstacle in the scene and to apply
only such visibility changes which preserve the shape of the original object. We
have designed tools which allow to control the visibility of a single object or a
group of objects. The visibility changes may be applied to the whole occluder
or only to a part of it. The first option can be realised by a Change of Visibility

(COV) tool to selected objects (Figure 2(a)), while for the partial visibility we
use a Cutting plane (CP) tool, see Figure 2.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) The change of occluder’s visibility - individual or a multiple selection. (b)
The partial change of occluder’s visibility with the ”cutting plane” tool. (c) Creating
transparent corridors with CP tools.

The changes of visual attributes may also signal a contact between a ma-
nipulated object and other objects in the scene and thus help to consider an
arrangement of nearby objects.

A Cutting plane (CP) tool (Figure2(b)) is visualized as the frame object. Its
location is controlled by the user’s hand. When the tool collides with some object,



this object is split by an infinite cutting plane and according to the orientation
of the tool the respective part of the object changes the visibility. Using CP tools
users are able to gain the insight of the situation behind obstacles rapidly. Since
visual feedback provides clear information of the CP tool’s orientation, it is not
necessary to indicate it by any mark.

For a work in a close environment the tool can posses a constant shape and
size. Another option is adjusting parameters interactively, for example changing
the length of the side nonlineary in a similar way as Go-Go technique.

Using these tools in a dense scene, it may be also difficult to change the
visibility selectively, especially when the group of occluders surrounds the objects
to be manipulated. Similar problems may arise when dealing with a non-convex
obstacle. With multiple instances of CP tool, semi- or fully-transparent corridors
to hidden parts of the scene can be created easily, as shown in Figure 2(c).

5 The experiments

Interaction tools, virtual scenes and testing applications were implemented in the
VRECKO system [20]. Users viewed scenes on a large sterescopic wall with back
projection. The modes and actions were controlled using FakeSpace PinchGloves
to signal object grabbing or to change a state of an interaction technique. The
Ascension Nest of BirdsTMwas used for 6DOF tracking of hands and a head. All
experiments were realized in a non-immersive virtual environment.

The eight subjects participated in this study. Each subject fulfilled 4 exper-
imental tasks, each with 4 different tools (EIH, SIH, SSWIM, HM). In the tests
3 and 4 they could use also the COV tool. The fifth test was prepared to verify
the usability of the mirror tool when offered to the user as the additional option.

The tools described above were tested in two virtual scenes. The scenes con-
tained a floor and three cube-shaped objects hidden by obstacles, as can be seen
in Figure 3. In the first scene, the obstacle blocked the front view only (test 1, 3
and 5). In the second scene, the obstacles formed a closed ”room” surrounding
completely the objects to be manipulated (test 2 and 4). The appointed task
was to move the certain objects to the predefined positions denoted by markers.
Typical training time for each method ranged from 2 to 10 minutes.

5.1 Results

The average time to complete all the tasks was approximately one hour. With
the growing time users tried to find the shorter scenarios of interactions. Finally
they commented their experiences using a simple questionnaire.

The results of the Head Manipulator technique and the Change of Visibility
tool in the performance measures were positive, as depicted in Figure 4. All
measurements showed that in all cases the average time to complete the task
using the Head Manipulator was shorter in comparison to other methods.

The advantage of the Change of Visibility aid is markedly notable within
some closed environment. In the less complex arrangements with a simple front



Fig. 3. Testing scene 2: Room with objects, the change of visibility

obstacle, using this tool had rather negative effect and prolonged the time of
completion.

5.2 Subjects’ comments

Each subject commented about experiences with the usage of mentioned tech-
niques. For the Scene In Hand method most users gave their opinion that it is
useful when objects are not very close and a suitable viewpoint can be found. But
when the user entered into the enclosed area, objects were too close and their
hands could be located outside the room (not visible to user). In such cases,
the interaction with objects was painful. It was also difficult to orientate inside
and they had to go out several times to find a suitable position. Some users did
not search for a better position and tried to solve the respective task with tiny
movements of their hands. The motion with SIH was preferred by users to the
motion with EIH. Some users evaluated SIH as a very natural tool, while the
rest had serious problems to use it in a limited space.

All users agreed, that using COV they were not forced to work in a close
and limited space. They could manipulate objects from a more distant position.
Moreover, the SIH was used less times as it was not necessary to walk around
the obstacles.

Most users noted that using the EIH tool is far more difficult compared to
other techniques. Using this method two users did not succeed to finish the task
inside the room. But for the experienced users EIH provided finer adjustment of
the user’s location. Using EIH in combination with COV, every subject solved
the tasks without problems. Surprisingly, all subjects rated this combination with
the lowest grade. Especially for working in an open area, everybody preferred
SIH+COV and HM+COV to this combination.

All subjects assessed HM tool as very intuitive and easy to use when avoid-
ing obstacles. It is very natural to look over an obstacle with HM by bowing
the head slightly. Bowing helped even to get a glimpse inside the closed room.
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Fig. 4. Comparsion of the methods in experiments 1 – 4

Nevertheless, three users complained about tool’s sensitivity which caused prob-
lems when moving on the surface of a sphere. The combination with COV was
advantageous in situations when working area is partially occluded with more
obstacles. Most users preferred HM to SIH. Some users preferred single usage of
SIH technique even though they admitted improvement with HM.

Assessing WIM, three users emphasized the easier control of scene’s preview
compared to SIH. Five users reported problems when manipulating with minia-
tures with scale < 1/2. All users reported serious problems using WIM for the
manipulation in a closed room. They enlarged the WIM and preferred scale > 1.
All users evaluated this method worse than SIH and HM. Using COV together
with WIM users do not necessarily have to move very close to objects.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we discussed the problem of manipulating objects behind obstacles.
We have tested the usability of several well-known methods with respect to a
movement and a manipulation in dense environments. Then we described our
approach based on the Head Manipulator and the COV tools. We found out that
HM and COV are intuitive and users can quickly reach the intended location to
fulfil the interaction task.
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